Resolution for Adopting an Interfaith Meditation Space on Campus
2017-2018
WHEREAS, the current political climate has explicitly targeted Muslims through
executive orders, such as the Muslim Ban along with the current US administration
being openly Islamophobic1;
WHEREAS, there has been a 44 percent increase in anti-Muslim hate crimes and from
2014 to 2016, anti-Muslim bias incidents jumped 65 percent2;
WHEREAS, there have been reported incidents of Islamophobia on local campuses
such as a Muslim woman getting her hijab pulled off at San Jose State University3;
WHEREAS, white supremacists have been emboldened to express hate against
marginalized communities on campuses across the nation including at UCSC4;
WHEREAS, Muslims at UCSC do not feel safe to freely practice Islam on campus;
WHEREAS, Muslims have 5 obligatory prayers to perform daily5 and there is no
permanent, accessible, and designated safe space on campus or off campus to perform
these prayers, given that the nearest mosque is in Capitola6;
WHEREAS, Muslim students resort to praying outside or in uncomfortable public
spaces that make them vulnerable to attack or scrutiny such as parking garages, in
narrow hallways, or even underneath staircases;
WHEREAS, praying is a crucial component to the mental and spiritual health of
Muslim students at UCSC and without a permanent, accessible, designated safe space
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for Muslims to practice their faith, their ability to succeed academically and socially is
inhibited7;
WHEREAS, in an MSA survey in 2017, 45 out of the 45 students who responded said
they would like and will use a place to pray and that is only a portion of the Muslim
students on campus who are in dire need of a space to practice their religion, along with
the entire UCSC student population who will be able to use this
meditation/contemplation space no matter their religious or non-religious affiliations
(as long as they are respecting the students in the space);
WHEREAS, UCSC is the only UC that does not provide a space for prayer or reflection
for its students8;
WHEREAS, UCSC strives to create a campus environment that is inclusive to all
students with principles of community that include diversity and justice;
WHEREAS, it is the role of UCSC campus administrators to support all students and
ensure their well-being;
WHEREAS, mental health has become a UC-wide concern especially among
marginalized communities on campus that are less likely to be able to reach out to
campus mental health resources9;
WHEREAS, having an interfaith meditation space on campus for students to reflect,
worship, or meditate safely would be positive for overall student health on campus and
would be a great way to build community and foster relationships between people of all
faiths;
WHEREAS, Muslim students at UCSC have been addressing this issue to
administrators for over 20 years without any results and Chancellor Blumenthal has
told MSA on multiple occasions that he supports this space however no actions have
been taken;
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THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Student Union Assembly strongly
advocates for and urges that the UCSC administration adhere to the Free Exercise
Clause of the First Amendment of the US Constitution which states that “Congress shall
make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise
thereof,” by ensuring that Muslim students at UCSC are not prohibited from exercising
their right to religious freedom.
THEREFORE BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, the Student Union Assembly agrees
that Muslim students at UCSC have the right to worship freely and must be given a
permanent, accessible, and safe space to exercise this worship.
THEREFORE BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Student Union Assembly
demands that Chancellor Blumenthal and Executive Vice Chancellor and Campus
Provost Tromp publicly express their commitment to support the designation of an
interfaith meditation/contemplation space that can be used by all students on campus
as a safe and accessible space for reflection, worship, or contemplation. This space must
be made available to Muslim students for daily use in order to allow Muslim students to
practice their religion freely and safely, which is especially pertinent for the spiritual,
mental, academic, physical and social well-being of Muslim students in this current
political climate of open and extreme Islamophobia.
THEREFORE BE IT FINALLY RESOLVED that if the UCSC Administration does
not respond accordingly to the utter lack of a permanent and accessible space for
Muslim students to practice their religion freely and safely, meanwhile other UC
campuses have already ensured this for their students, the Student Union Assembly will
support any and all direct actions, such as protests, by working with our MSA, Muslim
students at UCSC, Muslim students at other UC campuses, and allies to ensure that
Muslim students at UCSC are heard and our collective need for a permanent, accessible,
and safe space to worship are addressed as stated above.

